Computer-Aided Detection (CAD) in Mammography Screening

Summary and conclusions

In Sweden, all women aged 50 through 69 years are offered mammography at regular intervals. Most county councils even offer this type of examination to women aged 40 through 49 years and 70 through 74 years. Swedish and European guidelines recommend that two specially trained radiologists (breast radiologists) review the breast images. Computer-aided detection (CAD) is a computerised method for analysing images from e.g. mammography screening. Although the method has existed for approximately 10 years, its clinical use in Sweden is limited.

SBU's appraisal of the evidence

- The scientific evidence is insufficient to determine whether CAD plus single reading by one breast radiologist would yield results that are at least equivalent to those obtained in standard practice, i.e. double reading where two breast radiologists independently read the x-ray images.

- Since the medical consequences are uncertain, it is not possible to determine the cost-effectiveness or the socioeconomic consequences of replacing one of the readings with CAD in the context of mammography screening.

- Since this literature review, CAD technology has advanced further by virtue of improved features in computer software and digitalisation of images. Additional studies are essential to understand the specific benefits, risks, and costs of the method.

Technology and target group

The method under investigation is computer-aided detection (CAD) in breast cancer screening. The target group includes women aged 40 through 74 years who receive mammography within the framework of population-based screening.

The program used in CAD identifies and marks areas that the software identifies as abnormal breast tissue.

The CAD program is not intended as the only method to be used when analysing mammography images. Rather, it is designed to alert the radiologist about possibly suspicious areas. Hence, interpretation of the image by a breast radiologist must accompany CAD.

It has been suggested that CAD in conjunction with mammography screening could replace one of the two independent readings that are done in accordance with European and Swedish guidelines. A prerequisite would be that the diagnostic accuracy and patient benefit are as good when the images are read by one breast radiologist plus CAD as when they are read by two breast radiologists. Another important prerequisite is that not too many women need to be called back for further diagnostic work-up (recall). In Europe, the highest recommended recall rate is 5 percent.

High average age among practicing breast radiologists, and poor replacement rate in this group of specialists, has increased the interest for computerised analysis of mammography images.

In this report we have studied whether diagnostic accuracy is at least as good, while recall rates are not higher, when CAD plus single reading by one breast radiologist is used in conjunction with mammography screening instead of independent readings by two breast radiologists.

Primary questions

Is the reading of mammographic images by a single breast radiologist plus CAD at least as accurate as readings by two breast radiologists (current practice) in terms of:

- sensitivity (probability that a person with the disease has a positive test result)?
- specificity (probability that a healthy person has a negative test result)?
- cancer detection rate (number of cancer cases detected per 1 000 women examined)?
- recall rate (women called back for further investigation)?
- cost-effectiveness?
**Inclusion criteria**
The report includes population-based screening studies only. The studies should include at least 5,000 women and the study settings should be comparable to Swedish conditions. Furthermore, the studies should compare mammography readings by one breast radiologist plus CAD against readings by two breast radiologists. Since prospective studies based on digital mammography could not be identified, scanned analogue images were accepted.

**Patient benefit**
Recall increases short-term anxiety among the women affected and also increases cost. Therefore, the requirement for using single reading plus CAD is that the method must detect at least as many cancers as double reading, without increasing the recall rate, i.e. the method’s specificity must be at least as high as that in double reading.

Only one study of sufficient quality met the inclusion criteria. It compared single reading plus CAD with double reading in conjunction with mammography screening, and reported no difference in the percentage of cancer cases detected. The recall rate, however, was statistically significantly higher for single reading plus CAD (3.9 percent compared to 3.4 percent for double reading). The generalisability of the study is reduced since all of the breast radiologists participating in the study had extensive experience in mammography screening. Therefore, this single study, having deficiencies in study quality and generalisability, cannot be used to draw conclusions (insufficient scientific evidence @@@@).

SBU’s assessment shows that the scientific evidence is insufficient to comment on single mammographic reading by one breast radiologist plus CAD in comparison to current practice of double reading involving two breast radiologists.

**Economic aspects**
Since the medical consequences are uncertain, it is not possible to determine the cost-effectiveness and/or the socioeconomic consequences of replacing one of the readings with CAD in the context of mammography screening.

Four levels are used in grading the strength of the scientific evidence on which conclusions are based:

- **Strong scientific evidence (★★★★).** Based on high or medium quality studies with no factors that weaken the overall assessment.
- **Moderately strong scientific evidence (★★★).** Based on high or medium quality studies with isolated factors that weaken the overall assessment.
- **Limited scientific evidence (★★).** Based on high or medium quality studies having factors that weaken the overall assessment.
- **Insufficient scientific evidence (★).** Scientific evidence is deemed insufficient when scientific findings are absent, the quality of available studies is low, or studies of similar quality present conflicting findings.
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SBU evaluates healthcare technology
The Swedish Council on Health Technology Assessment (SBU) is a national governmental agency that assesses healthcare technologies. SBU analyses the benefits, risks, and costs of different methods and compares the scientific facts to prevailing practices in Sweden. SBU’s goal is to provide stronger evidence for everyone engaged in shaping the delivery of health services.

The SBU Alert reports are produced in collaboration with experts from the respective subject areas, the National Board of Health and Welfare, the Medical Products Agency, the Swedish Association of Local Authorities and Regions, and a special advisory panel (the Alert Advisory Board).

This assessment was published in 2011. Findings based on strong scientific evidence usually continue to apply well into the future. However, findings based on insufficient, limited, or contradictory evidence might have already been replaced by more recent findings.

The complete report is available in Swedish.
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